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we were both searching for a way out,
while walking slower than everyone else.
when we met, i suddenly become so quiet.
my heartbeat was racing.

now for example, if you
never called for me at all,
i'd feel as though we'd never met.
it feels that way.

but we had an accidental encounter.
i want to feel your sweetness again.
and confide in you.

my name, do you ever think of it?
it happened so suddenly, why?
your name, will you tell me?
please, say anything.
will you ever call my name?
that'd be so nice.
will i ever call your name?
Maybe I'm fallin' in love.

even then i could feel it...
even then, what? is it ok to speak? quick.
nothing will ever destroy our dreams,
no matter how big.

it's possible if it's possible.
well, if it's not, we'll still be forever.
what's that gentle stare for?

will you answer my dream's questions?
from now on, we will.
can you feel me in your dreams?
look in my eyes.
will you support all my dreams?
forever, anytime.
can we make each other's dreams come true?
it was a fateful, powerful encounter.

in my dreams, i see your smiling face.
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our futures are connected.
your smiling face has become my dream.
forever, again & again.
can you feel me in your dreams?
forever, anytime.
can we make each other's dreams come true?
Love makes dreams come true.

Love makes dreams come true.
Feel it,
a powerful encounter.
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